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Chair's column: 58 years, still “ticking… people off”!
Marty Rosenthal
riting about PAX during COVID’s
nightmare feels trivial or, worse,
disrespectful to thousands of lost loved
ones and far more who are grieving. I note that
Brookline has had fewer cases infected than every
nearby community, thanks due to our neighbors and
our Town officials, whom we thank.
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PAX and the Alliance for Brookline Schools, four
years after PAX started publicly criticizing our S/C
culture for losing touch with the community.
And (finally) recapping, June’s PAX Annual
Meeting had a great keynote speaker, and follow-up
discussion with, State Rep. Nika Elugardo
(representing Pct. 5); and awards to JALSA, Green
Caucus, and Lawyers Committee For Civil Rights.
We welcomed new board members, Stephanie
Bruce, Zoraida Fernandez, Lisa Sears, Steve Vogel,
Bob Weintraub — and Marty Farlow, no newcomer
to PAX!

Yet, first, “our” nightmarish national “government”
might actually/accidentally provide a glimmer of
hope — that they might have had some pandemic
epiphanies, reconfiguring shameful ills, among them
persistent and worsening economic, ethnic, and
gender inequalities; hideous, wasteful mass
incarceration (25% of world inmates!); climate crises;
extreme, nativist right-wing “red” states, the Senate,
and Supremes.

My 2019 newsletter column ended, “We in PAX
don’t avoid controversy. Indeed, it’s a badge of
honor. To our critics, I (often) cite Aristotle’s
‘Criticism is something we can avoid easily by saying
nothing, doing nothing, and being nothing’ — at
least three things we can’t be accused of.” And when
I was (eons ago) a Selectman [sic] my history teacher
Dad often reminded me of Postmaster General Ben
Franklin’s “every appointment he made earned him
10 enemies and 1 ingrate.”

Michelle Alexander wrote in January, pre-pandemic:
If there is any silver lining … in the election of
Donald Trump…, it is that millions of people have
been inspired to demonstrate solidarity on a large
scale across lines of gender, race, religion and class to
defend those demonized and targeted for
elimination.

So, I take special pride in some controversial stances,
usually successful, but even when rejected by Town
officials, Town Meeting (“TM”) – or voters. More
than ever, some well-intentioned (ergo welcome)
PAX critics seem to get a bit vitriolic & litmus“testy,” including some former — and I hope, future
— friends/allies. Perhaps we’re all less patient than
before Trump — another of his tragic legacies.

Ergo, obviously electing (the imperfect) Joe Biden
and restoring sanity to the Senate are life/death
crucial. With no 2019 state or national elections,
PAX’s motto, “think globally, act locally” is extra
pertinent, with many Brookliners working hard to
re-take the Senate (is Collins toast?), unseat Trump,
and hold the House. (Brookline Dems outvoted
GOPers 18,614 to 794; Warren & Sanders
combined = 10,000, Biden 5700).

In last May’s Town election’s three hotly contested
town wide races, all our endorsees won: Raul
Fernandez (Select Board), Joanne Sullivan (Housing
Authority), & Sharon Abramowitz (School
Committee, see above) Overall, PAX endorsed 72
candidates, with 65 of them winning!

And yet, second, our local activism persists. For the
June 9 town election (mail-in voting underway!)
PAX’s Board strongly supports re-electing Select
Board incumbent HEATHER HAMILTON; but
after a hot debate, neither Eric Hyett nor John
VanScoyoc received the support of 60% of our
board. For School Committee, we’re pleased to
endorse all three for three seats: incumbent Suzanne
Federspiel, plus Andy Liu & Mariah Nobrega —
finally to be a majority of SC members endorsed by

At May’s TM we got heat for being neutral on an
apology to Gerald Alston. We wrote in our (usual)
letter to Town Meeting Members (“TMMs”):
No Recommendation – As with our successful
2014 TM amendment making Diversity
Department’s leader a department head, PAX
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and its Board members have worked for decades
to address issues of racial injustice, which are
tragically endemic. However, we’re constrained to
make no recommendation on Article 27, due to
conflicts of interest. Numerous PAX board
members are involved, in various capacities and
in some cases with personal liability, in the
federal lawsuit. None is able to discuss the
litigation, or its implications as to Article 27
(e.g., Town Counsel’s memorandum in the
Combined Reports, page 27-5).

months of confusion about revised Police procedures
have, unfortunately, exemplified our and CTOS’s
concerns.
In January we learned of the now-imminent choices
for the “inclusionary zoning” affordable housing
component for Newbury College’s buyer. Some
friends & allies prioritized (legitimate, and a long
PAX stance) “geographical dispersion,” approving
(only) 18 on-site units. Our Board felt the
alternative, $6.5m for desperately needed
improvements to our Housing Authority’s Col.
Floyd senior complex, including 40 new — far more
affordable — units, was far better. With 100+ people
in a four-hr. Zoom hearing, a thoughtful Advisory
Committee Subcommittee agreed with us, as have
formerly skeptical housing advocates/allies. TM will
have the final say.

(Being myself involved in the federal case, I
abstained, making no comments.)
Later, in Fall’s TM, we successfully helped TMM
Amy Hummel and the ACLU, becoming MA’s
second community banning intrusive (seriously
flawed, and disproportionately against non-whites)
Facial Recognition Technology.

Back to “globally,” for 3½ years I’ve said that Trump
—the likely “craziest/meanest” president — is only
the eighth worst in our seriously flawed, 231-year
“republic” history. My criterion: “body bags,”
needless (and/or malicious) deaths — Jackson, Polk,
A. Johnson, McKinley, Coolidge, Nixon, Shrub.
Now, Trump’s Covid Calamity gets him into that
shameful club.

Then, yet more (sometimes bitter) controversy: the
passionate debate about reducing NETA’s marijuana
dispensary foot and auto traffic, and patronage. We
helped to narrow one motion (proposing a
moratorium), and to defeat “appointment-only.”
On Warrant Article 24, PAX supported a motion to
refer to a Moderator’s Committee a proposal to have
the Commission for Diversity, Inclusion &
Community Relations investigate complaints against
town employees.
brooklinepax.org/nov2019tmpaxrecommendations.pdf

So, again, we’re happy to see new energy from
hitherto less-active progressives — and urge mutual
respect and collaboration. As per Will Rogers’s “I
belong to no organized party. I am a Democrat.” So,
I repeat Harry Belafonte's 2016 insight about civil
rights activists’ disorganization, “we have a struggle,
but not a movement.” Our lutte continues. Please
join us! I again thank our great Board (especially
Neil).

Citing the Commission’s own admission that it's illequipped to investigate, we reasoned that these
complex issues are far broader than WA24, and all
our (six) complaint procedures need examination. By
two votes (with 80 TMMs absent!), the motion to
refer failed. Both a recent Civil Service case and
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COVID-19: Town Government Responds
Heather Hamilton, Brookline Select Board
or many weeks now, nearly every conversation
we’ve had has revolved around the new reality of
COVID. As of May 13, there have been 37
deaths and 325 positive cases and nearly all of them
have been in our senior living facilities.
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healthcare workers and those needing to access
essential services can now proceed safely.
Like many other communities, including Boston,
parking enforcement has not been a priority. Our
overnight ban has been temporarily suspended. We
also created dedicated curbside pickup parking spots in
commercial areas to help with the new normal.

There are a number of policies that helped bend the
curve that Brookline took early action on and there are
a number of things that we continue to struggle with
and I would like to outline them. Let me share some
of the things we’ve done and more that we’re doing,
from my vantage point on the Select Board.

We are requiring masks, although Brookline has not
instituted a fine for not wearing a mask. According to
Dr. Jett, our Director of Public Health, we have higher
compliance rates than the communities that did
institute a fine. Enforcement puts many people at risk,
including our police officers. We are still working on
ways to distribute free masks to those who do not have
adequate access.

One of the very first actions we took was to close
Town Hall to the public. This was the first one of
many actions that displayed how serious this new
reality would be for all of us. The Superintendent
quickly made the decision to close our schools for a
number of weeks while we waited for guidance from
the State.

Brookline is in the very early stages of antibody
testing. Our Health Department partnered with
MGH and tested a number of Town staff, and worked
with the Health Department to create a random
sample of residents that might give us the best data to
extrapolate exposure risks. We need more, which will
require both time and resources.

Brookline was one of the first communities to issue an
order requiring no more than 10 people in line, even at
essential businesses such as pharmacies and grocery
stores. We were also one of the first towns to move
many of our meetings online, conducting nearly 10
meetings virtually in that first stay-at-home week.

Brookline continues to struggle with getting vital
messages out to the general public. We have used the
reverse 911 system, our message boards, and signs
posted all over Town, but it continues to be an
imperfect system.

Brookline quickly partnered with the Brookline
Community Foundation to create awareness of the
Safety Net Fund, a fund set up years ago for purposes
such as the COVID emergency. To date, the Safety
Net Fund has nearly $1 million, including a substantial
contribution from the Town.

The Town has also been forced to lay off and furlough
mostly part-time staff, but deeper cuts are looming as
we face an incredibly dire time in upcoming Fiscal
Year 2021. The reductions made to our budget must
reflect our values as a community. We need Brookline
to be a vibrant, safe, welcoming and affordable
community.

Although it was a tough decision, we also voted to
postpone our town wide Election, to June 9, and
Annual Town Meeting to June 23. We are still in the
process of getting voters to request vote-by-mail
ballots and have reduced the number of polling
locations and limited the hours to help alleviate some
of the strain on our poll workers.

We don’t yet know whether schools will be reopened
in the fall. We do not yet know what other relief we
may see from the federal government, and we do not
yet know how many of our businesses will be able to
reopen when they are allowed. These unknown
variables will have an enormous impact on our
community revenues and therefore our budget. Stay
well.

Brookline widened sidewalks to help those walking
and biking to pass each other while maintaining the
crucial six-foot social distance. This was highly
controversial, but in the end, I believe it has been a
success. It did not induce social gathering and our
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The View From Beacon Hill
Rep. Tommy Vitolo
ince March, I have been incredibly busy
responding to the coronavirus pandemic. I
continue to assist constituents with
unemployment claims, landlord conflicts, distribution
of personal protection equipment (PPE), health care
needs, and the purchase of food and other immediate
needs. I’ve been in close contact with local businesses,
non-profits, and other organizations, ensuring that
accurate information is flowing both to and from state
government. I’ve worked with Brookline’s elected
officials and staff on a coordinated governmental
response. I remain active within my committees,
working with Representative Ed Coppinger (D-West
Roxbury, Brookline) to support local businesses on the
Joint Committee on Community Development and
Small Businesses, and alongside Representative Nika
Elugardo (D-Jamaica Plain, Mission Hill, Brookline)
on the Joint Committee on Elder Affairs. I even
started a television show, TV on TV, where I discuss
COVID-19 related issues with a guest every Thursday
at 2:30 pm on Brookline Interactive Group.
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We must modify the restrictions for voting in the 2020
primary and general elections. Several bills have been
filed to address this need, including several drafted by
local legislators, including Senator Cindy Creem (DNewton, Brookline, Wellesley) and Representative
Mike Moran (D-Brighton, Brookline). I have cosponsored both bills.
The House bill seeks to ensure access to the ballot box
in an era of physical distancing. The bill moves the
registration deadline from 20 days before the election
to just 10. It mandates that every voter can vote by
mail in both elections. It requires the state to set up an
online portal where voters can request a ballot and
track its progress. Further, it requires the Secretary of
State to mail every voter in Massachusetts a ballot for
the November election, including a postage-paid
return envelope. These ballots must be postmarked by
November 3 and received by the town clerk on or
before November 13. Additionally, each municipality
must have at least one locked drop box where voters
can drop off ballots. Importantly, mail that is returned
to sender cannot be used in efforts to disenfranchise
voters, a practice known as caging. The bill preserves
in-person voting, including early voting, and requires
safe distancing and disinfecting surfaces, pens, and
other voting equipment. This bill is not law yet, but it
has gained support from many, including Common
Cause, the ACLU, MassVOTE, MASSPIRG,
Lawyers for Civil Rights, and the League of Women
Voters.

In addition to reacting to immediate needs, I have also
focused on identifying and making the necessary
changes to preserve our vibrant democracy during the
pandemic. For example, I joined my colleagues in
passing the law that allows municipalities to delay
their town elections this year (Brookline’s is now
Tuesday, June 9!). And, in coordination with
Moderator Sandy Gadsby, Town Administrator Mel
Kleckner, bond counselor (and former gubernatorial
candidate) Jay Gonzalez, and the Massachusetts
Moderators Association, I filed a bill to allow
representative town meetings like ours to meet
virtually. I am optimistic that the substance of this bill
will pass soon so that our Town Meeting can meet
virtually in late June.

The Legislature still has a very full legislative
workload; meeting virtually to pass COVID-19 related
laws, the coming fiscal year’s budget, and a backlog of
important bills under consideration before the
pandemic. I will continue fighting for our progressive
priorities, in-person and virtually.

PAX cancelled our usual June Annual Meeting because of COVID-19. We hope to reschedule it for September.
If so, we’ll have as a Guest Speaker, Rahsaan Hall, Director of the ACLU’s Racial Justice Program who will
address “What’s Next for Mass. Incarceration after 2018’s Baby Step Reforms?” We will also present the following
awards:
JACK BACKMAN & FRANK FARLOW SOCIAL JUSTICE AWARD: BROOKLINE ASIAN AMERICAN
FAMILY NETWORK, to be accepted on their behalf by CHI CHI WU
ETHEL & BEN ALPER PROGRESSIVE ACTIVISM AWARD: The PETITIONERS OF LAST FALL’S
WA21, the near ban on fossil fuels in new construction. Primary petitioner JESSE GRAY will accept the award.
ETHEL HALPERIN LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD: To board members GARY JONES and
MARK LEVY for decades of invaluable service to PAX and to Brookline.
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TOWN MEETING UPDATE
Neil Gordon
or the first time in Brookline’s centuries-long
history, there will be no community gathering for
our Annual Town Meeting. In 2020, our virtual High
School auditorium will be brought to us by Zoom.

F

provided for independent seniors and those requiring
assistance, including a memory care unit. As Marty
mentions in his column, the only contentious Article is
#13, affordable housing at 125 Holland Rd., a
question of building a small number of (less)
affordable units on Fisher Hill, or — if it’s as we urge
— a No vote on 13, instead leveraging a $6.5m cash
payment from Welltower for a major reconstruction,
and expansion (to a total of 100 units) of affordable
housing near Coolidge Corner.

The challenges of holding a virtual Town Meeting
have led to substantial changes to the TM agenda,
with a handful of key warrant articles set to be dealt
with in June; the balance to be deferred until the Fall.
Aside from a handful of non-controversial
“housekeeping” Articles, TM’s focus, and most of its
June meeting time, will be on (i) the Fiscal 2021
Town/School budget, and (ii) Articles relating to
development of the Newbury College site on Fisher
Hill (the “Welltower Articles”).

When Town Meeting reconvenes in the Fall, they’ll
take up a suite of articles I’ve petitioned: (i) requiring
the Advisory Committee to disclose their votes; (ii)
with PAX board member Stanley Spiegel, a resolution
asking for an increase in the residential real estate tax
exemption; (iii) with Hadassah Margolis and PAX
board member Michael Burstein, a change to genderneutral pronouns in Brookline’s bylaws, (iv) with
Brookline for Everyone’s Michael Zoorab, a
requirement to notify renters (in addition to property
owners) of neighborhood goings-on; and (iv) a bylaw
amendment specifically allowing election day signs
near polling places. As always, the PAX board will be
sending its recommendations to all TMMs. And to
repeat, it’s important that you support PAX-endorsed
candidates in the June election!

The budget presents particular challenges in the face
of COVID19, as non-real estate tax revenues have
essentially crashed. Marijuana and restaurant/hotel
taxes, parking meter revenue (and, related, parking
violation revenue) have pretty much evaporated, and,
the amount of state aid is now a huge question mark.
At the same time, the pandemic has put demands on
spending, for community support, and for measures to
keep the Town workforce safe. Demands for services
and support are likely to remain, and revenues are not
likely to recover quickly. As I write this, the Town
Administrator is crafting a revised 2021 plan, which
will be reviewed by the Select Board and the Advisory
Committee, and then presented to Town Meeting,
which has final say, except for School line-items,
which the School Committee controls. One budgetrelated item that we’re concerned about is the nowthree-to-four-year non-action on Police body and
windshield cameras, current Chief Andy Lipson &
former Chief Dan O’Leary both, annually, agreeing on
the need.
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The Fiscal 2021 plan will require significant
compromise. Revenues will be down, demand for
services will be up, extraordinary spending will
continue, and the ability of many to afford an
increasing real estate tax burden will become more
problematic. We don’t yet know what controversies
and alternatives will come to the floor of Town
Meeting, but we do know that robust, progressive
TMMs are key to decisions that are consistent with
PAX principles. It’s important that you support PAXendorsed candidates in the June election!
Most of the Welltower Articles don’t seem
controversial. The site would (and should) be
developed as a senior residential facility, with housing
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Brookline Votes June 9!

Pax Endorses Heather Hamilton For Select Board
HEATHER HAMILTON has not only long been a proven Brookline progressive, e.g., former Chair of
Town Meeting’s (great) Green Caucus, but also had much experience as a hard-working TMM, then Select
Board Member, e.g., a leader of 2015’s Yes for Brookline override, active in No on 2 (to keep MA’s charter
schools cap), leading and putting many hours into the scooter experiment (and, yes, identifying several issues
needing solutions, we hope next year), etc. Especially given the imminent fiscal nightmare facing Brookline
and all municipalities (and states), her continuity & experience seem important.
For the remaining seat, PAX (i.e., the Board, collectively) sees two decent candidates with differing strengths.
ER IC HY E T T shows an impressive resume with clearly progressive values/priorities, emphasizing things like
working for sorely-needed housing affordability, equity, and working collaboratively, with numerous private &
nonprofit sector activities, and he has Brookline roots and history; but he has almost no governmental
experience or known voting record, especially here in Brookline. JO H N VA N SC O Y O C ’s commitment,
knowledge, and experience in Brookline’s government are his strongest suit; and while he’s not a similarly
clear-cut “progressive,” he’s been fine on many votes (e.g., climate change articles, equity and affordable
housing – like the recent transfer tax vote, and against 2018’s attempt to narrow zoning options for marijuana
dispensaries). Each of the two had some fervent PAX Board advocates; but neither reached the 60% threshold
for endorsement. We hope/urge that whichever does not win should be very involved in our government,
especially with many tough challenges imminent! In our government, especially with many tough challenges
imminent!
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